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ABSTRACT
Digitization of printed documents is the motivating factor today to work more on text of scanned documents.
Conversion of hand written scanned or printed documents into electronically readable form enables to store,
exchange and process the valuable information. Text Recognition aims to recognize the text from printed or
handwritten document to desired format. Several steps of text recognition include preprocessing, segmentation,
feature extraction, classification, post processing. Preprocessing refers to the basic conversion operation of gray
Scale image into Binary Image and removal of noisy signal from image. Segmentation does the segment the
document image into line by line and extracts each word from segmented line. Feature extraction is calculating
the characteristics of character. A classification contains the database and further processing of them. The paper
proposes the approach to extract words from based on a set of properties for each connected component in the
whole binary image of the document which is independent of languages.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Technology is driving the society now
through the digitization and use of online systems all
around us. Information which is available either in
hardcopy i.e. printed, handwritten or scanned. The
current technology and various applications in which
text extraction is useful include digital libraries,
multimedia systems, Information retrieval systems,
and Geographical Information systems. Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) is software that
converts scanned or printed image of the document
into a text document through Pre-processing,
Segmentation and Recognition. Text Recognition
usually involves a program designed to translate
images of typewritten text (usually captured by a
scanner) into machine editable text. OCR began as a
field of text recognition used in real life applications
where we want to collect some information from text
written image. People wish to extract text from the
scanned document images available in different
formats. This paper proposes the method to extract
words from specific lines on the basis of bounding
boxes.

enhance, and interpret the images found within a
file. Every step involved in this process and its
precision of result is critical to the overall success of
OCR.Optical character recognition firstly translates
the text image into editable character codes such as
ASCII. Any OCR implementation consists of a
number of preprocessing steps as shown in Figure-

II. METHODOptical character recognition, or OCR, is a
process which enables us to convert text based
images can be produced by scanners, cameras, read
only files, etc. into editable electronic documents.
Optical Character Recognition software Optical
character recognition software follows several steps
to convert an image file into an editable document.
Specific algorithms are used at each step to change,
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Fig. 1-Process of OCR
Firstly a printed document is scanned and converted
into a gray scale image.
Binarization is the technique used to do this
conversion. To identify the objects of interest from
the rest in a document image it involves separating
the pixels forming the printed text or diagrams
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(foreground) from the pixels representing the blank
paper (background).
The binarization is the process of separating
the foreground and background information. This
separation of text from background is a prerequisite
to further process the input image. Scanned
documents often contain noise which is essential to
be removed that arises due to printer, scanner, print
quality, age of the document, etc. Further skew is
unavoidable due to the degrees of tilt of an original
document fed to the scanner. Identification of
document image skew angle and rotation of image
according to the detected skew angle is done next.
Binarized and skew corrected, document
image now becomes an input image for actual text
extraction module. The top down approach is used
by implementation of the X-Y tree method which
segments a document in multiple steps into a
hierarchical tree structure consisting nested
rectangular blocks. The method presents an intuitive
approach to segment the document into big blocks
through horizontal and vertical cuts. And then the
same process is repeated for in each one of the subblocks. A logical order of the document can be
created by giving recursive cuts in the document to
find paragraphs in a document and further lines in it
[1]. The X-Y cut method is used for finding
horizontal projection profile of the document image
to extract the lines from the document. If the lines
are well extracted, the horizontal projection will
have separated peaks and valleys, they serve as the
separators of the text lines. These valleys once
detected can be used to determine the location of
boundaries between lines [1]. Similarly, gaps in the
vertical projection of a line imageare used in
extracting words in a line as a separate module
which will enable to save words in separate files for
being processed further
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Steps involved in the word segmentation module1. Reads an Input Document Image having an
extracted line from the paragraph or a block.
2. It then performs the vertical as well as
horizontal projection of an image.
3. It finds out the continuous white pixels in the
row.
4. It then marks the ending of word by pointing the
black pixel.
5. Then does the extraction of that word.
6. Extracted word is stored in the separate
directory.
7. These extracted words can be taken as an input
from the file for character segmentation work.
IV. RESULTSTo implement word segmentation any scanned
document is given as an input and word_extract
module is implemented on it using MATLAB.
Firstly the paragraphs from the document are
extracted and stored in separate directories, then
these paragraphs are given as input and lines are
segmented and stored in separate directories [1].
Finally these lines are given as input and a function
named as “word_extract” is called, which works
recursively to extract the words from that line and
stores it in a separate directory.

III. ALGORITHM OF WORD
SEGMENATION
Module is implemented by taking a line as an input
and a function named as “word_extract” is called,
which works recursively to extract the words from
that line and stores it in a separate directory.
This process has some steps that are very
similar to the problem of line segmentation [1]. The
process starts by computing the projection profile of
the image, iterating across vertical lines. We assume
that two words are separated by a significant amount
of pixels. With the projection profile we can find the
lengths of white spaces that are in the line. Each
component is decomposed into smaller regions by
analyzing its vertical and horizontal projection
profiles, and finally each of the small regions
satisfying certain heuristic constraints is labeled as
text.
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Fig. 2-This is the input image for the extraction of
the blocks from it
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Fig. 5- Directory showing all the lines extracted
from the paragraph
Fig. 3- Directory showing all the paragraphs
obtained from Input Image

Fig. 4- Input paragraph to extract the lines from it
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Fig. 6- showing an input line given to module
“word_extract”
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and which include graphics positions at different
places in order to enhance the efficiency of the
modules for any OCR. Even research work can be
done to look out for some another mechanism,
which can work on different font styles and thus
makes it independent of font styles even. Defining
the normalized bounding boxes for the segmented
regions can be proposed in the future. In word
segmentation the complexity issue related to finding
the dynamic mechanism to define bounding box of
each word in the same image instead of storing them
separately in separate files.
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